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DILEMME N°1

Why did the AFLD ask more investigative powers ?

▪ The AFLD had common powers (requesting information or documents from an athlete or an other
person or inviting someone for an audition but without any sanction to face a refusal) to lead anti-
doping investigations but these powers encourtered the legal limits.

• In this case, the AFLD had to stop investigations. Otherwise, the AFLD must have reported to the
judicial authority for further investigations under criminal law.

The previous national context
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How could the AFLD obtain stronger investigative
powers ?

▪ The AFLD had to convince the French Government
(Sport ministry and Justice ministry) and to obtain
the agreement from the national Parliament.

▪ The Olympic and Paralympic Games were seen as
an opportunity to enhance the national
antidoping industry, specially to fight against non-
analytical ADRV.

The legislative process
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Since its creation in 2006, the AFLD has been regarded as a “independant public authority” :

- The AFLD had already sworn DCO/BCO : why not sworn investigators ?

- Others independant public authorities had already similar legal prerogatives.

The legal framework

was updated in april 2021 by an 

executive order published with the 

legislative consent 

The arguments put forward
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The AFLD obtained autonomous investigative powers that the sworn investigators can enforce but
under two restrictions :

- The legal prerogatives can be used when a formal inquiry is opened by the General Secretary of
the AFLD.

- The most intrusive prerogatives have to be authorized by a judge (who is entitled to check the
legal regularity).

*

➢ French law has established a legal framework based on the principle of proportionality.

The new investigative powers
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There are four main legal prerogatives for the AFLD’s investigators :

- Obtaining the disclosure of all types of documents (excepted for judicial officers)
- Interviewing any person of interest (in person or online)
- Accessing to professional or sports premises (without the consent of the owner)
- Undertaking home searches / home visits (with a judiciary authorization)

*

The AFLD’s investigators can be assisted by any expert or counterpart from any other ADO.

If the investigators find out a criminal offence, the AFLD must report to the judicial authority.

The new investigative powers



Amaury Golitin (Olympic athlete) : 
In 2022, the French athlete has accepted a 4-year period of ineligibility 

as a consequence of his anti-doping rule violations (tampering and 
whereabouts failures)
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Bank statement provided by the athlete

Actual trip obtained from UBER

Statement obtained by the Athlete’s bank
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The AFLD has obtained documentary evidence that the athlete’s
whereabouts were not accurate or updated on ADAMS.


